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Today, command hierarchies are being replaced by

competency networks. Job descriptions are being

replaced by value metrics. And shareholder capitalism,

with its focus on profits at any cost, is being replaced by

stakeholder capitalism, where companies are responsible,

not just to their investors, but also to their employees,

their customers and to society as a whole.  Leaders are in

the business of creating the future. In fact, the best

definition we've found is that leadership is the capacity

to take responsibility for creating future results with

integrity. Your job as a leader is to declare the results you

are going to create and then take responsibility for doing

so. Not just by yourself or through your own efforts, but

by marshaling, inspiring and coordinating the people

around you.

The problem is that most leaders feel overwhelmed.

There are never enough resources to go around. There

are never enough hours in the day. And over time, it

starts to feel like there's not enough fuel in the tank. The

reason why so many leaders feel overwhelmed is that we

live in an exponential economy, where the pace of

change keeps increasing, year after year. Where the

primary task of leadership used to be about conquering

the competition, today it’s about keeping up with the

pace of change.

This challenge shows up in many areas, including:

OVERVIEW

Over the past twenty years, a quiet revolution has been

happening in boardrooms across the world. In company

after company, there has been a growing realization that

the old paradigm of leadership isn't working and that a

new model is needed. This change goes by many names.

Some people call it servant leadership. Jim Collins called

it Level 5 Leadership. We call it the evolution from

Heroic Leadership to Authentic Leadership. But

whatever you call it, it's not just a term or an idea. It's a

revolution.

For hundreds of years, being a business leader meant

two things: giving commands and having control. This

heroic model of leadership – of commanding bosses and

conquering warriors – worked well in an industrial

society, with its need for assembly lines, mass

production and blue collar jobs. And it worked well in the

1950's-1990's, with the standardization of white collar

jobs and the rise of middle management. But in our new

world of relentless internetworking and globalization,

command and control doesn't work anymore.

 PROGRAM
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FOSTERING INNOVATION

In an exponential economy, companies

either change or die. This pressure

creates a high level of stress. Yet the

more stressed you and your people

become, the harder it is to be creative.

In a highly stressful world, how do you

consistently foster innovation and stay

ahead of the curve?

MAINTAINING WORK LIFE BALANCE

The good news about mobile

technology is that it allows you to work

anytime, anywhere. The bad news is

that it allows you to work all the time,

everywhere. In an always-on world,

how can you succeed at business while

also creating freedom in your life?

MOTIVATING A DISTRIBUTED

WORKFORCE

It's a lot easier to motivate and manage

people if they're sitting in the same

room with you each day. In today's

distributed environment, this is a lot

harder to do. In an increasingly virtual

world, what are the best ways to

motivate your teams and hold them

accountable for creating consistently

superior results?LEADING CHANGE

Companies need to change. But people

resist change. And demanding that

they change just increases their levels

of resistance. This is the primary

reason why so many change initiatives

fail to reach their goals. In a rapidly

evolving world, how can you help your

people embrace the need to grow and

change?

INSPIRING MILLENIALS

More and more, employees are looking

for meaningful work. Particularly for

the younger generations, it's not

enough just to make good money. They

also want to feel that their work is

making a difference in some way. The

old paradigm of business focuses on

competitive values: profits, growth and

results. By itself, that's not enough

anymore. In a socially responsible

world, how can you build a business

that embraces competing values: both

profits and purpose, growth and

sustainability, results and relationships?

CREATING LEADERSHIP DIVERSITY

Diverse leadership teams, which

embrace a wider range of perspectives

and ideas, perfom better. And

emotional intelligence is essential to

building great teams. Yet the

traditional paradigm of business is

based on a narrow, masculine, heroic

model of leadership, which makes it

harder to create high performing,

diverse teams. For example, many

women report feeling that for them to

succeed, they either need to "become

like a man" or "become a supporter of

men." In an increasingly diverse world,

how can you integrate both masculine

and feminine strengths into a more

authentic, more powerful paradigm of

leadership?

DEVELOPING LEADERS

Leadership is the capacity to take

responsibility for creating results with

integrity. It's a capacity that anyone, in

any position, can exercise. Given this,

the highest performing companies are

those that embrace leadership

development as a core competency.

And for many executives, the process

of growing leaders is a deeply

rewarding task. Yet most traditional

training programs don't create strong,

measurable results. In an increasingly

interconnected world, how can you

efficiently and effectively develop

leadership at all levels of your

organization?
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Authentic Leadership addresses these issues. Bill

George was the Chairman and CEO of

Medtronic. He is a Full Professor at Harvard

Business School, was named "One of the Top 25

Business Leaders of the Past 25 Years" by PBS,

and sits on the boards of Exxon Mobil, Goldman

Sachs and the Mayo Clinic. He coined the term

Authentic Leadership in 2004, in response to

deep changes he was seeing in the companies he

was part of. Bill reports that after the financial

crisis of 2008, there was a realization at the

highest levels of Corporate America that the

crisis had been caused by the prevalence of an

old school, charismatic, ego-driven paradigm of

leadership, and that this urgently needed to

change. As a result, Authentic Leadership is

increasingly being treated as the new "gold

standard."

Heroic Leaders are hierarchical and directive.

They need to prove that they're always "the

smartest guys in the room." Leadership is all

about them and their ability to have the right

answers. They see business as a battle and they

measure success in terms of beating their

numbers and conquering the competition.

Authentic Leaders understand that in today's

world, the important problems require

collaboration and creativity rather than just

command and control. They serve their values

more than their egos. They focus on their

customers more than their competitors. They

see their job as bringing attention to the

important questions rather than just having the

right answers. And they tend to be

extraordinarily effective.
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In one of the largest studies of its kind, Robert Anderson

and William Adams found a very high correlation (0.61)

between leadership effectiveness and business

performance. And Jim Collins found that what he called

Level 5 leadership was the single most important factor

in companies that made the leap From Good to Great.

These statistics will probably come as no surprise to you,

particularly if you've ever worked with a truly excellent

leader – or one who was truly awful. There's a reason why

Dilbert and The Office have developed such a

widespread following. Yet if you're like most leaders,

finding and committing the time to effectively develop

your leadership is probably somewhere near the bottom

of your to-do list. Why is this? If we know that leadership

is of such paramount importance, why do most leaders

invest so little time in developing it? 

Because they're overwhelmed. 

It's one thing to understand that leadership is important;

that leadership is something you develop not something

you do; and that with each level of responsibility you

take on, there's another level of leadership competence

you need to invest in developing. 

It's another thing to carve out the time and energy to

actually do so. 

This is the core challenge of leadership. And it's what

we're here to help you address. Our mission is to help

you grow your leadership in practical, efficient and

highly effective ways – on the job and in real time.

LEADERSHIP
THE VALUE OF

Extensive evidence, compiled over the last 50 years, has

conclusively demonstrated that leadership and

management, taken together, form the primary

predictor of business success. In an extensive review of

this research for their book Developing Management

Skills, David Whetten and Kim Cameron reported: 

"In the last decade or so, an abundance of evidence has been

produced that skilled management – especially those

competent in the management of people in organizations –

is the key determinant of organizational success. These

studies have been conducted across numerous industry

sectors, international settings, and organizational types. The

research and findings now make it almost unquestionable

that if organizations want to succeed, they must have

competent, skilled managers. For example, in one study of

968 firms, representing all major industries in the United

States, organizations whose managers effectively managed

their people – that is, they implemented effective people

management strategies and demonstrated personal

competency in management skills – had, on the average, a

decrease in turnover of more than 7 percent, increased

profits of $3,814 per employee, $27,044 more in sales per

employee, and $18,641 in stock market value per employee,

compared to firms that had less effective people

management. In a follow-up study of 702 firms shareholder

wealth was an amazing $41,000 per employee higher in

companies demonstrating strong people management skills

than in firms that had less effective people management."
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LEADERSHIP 
DRIVES 

It's common to think of leadership as

something you have – as a position

you hold – or as something you do.

But leadership isn't determined by

your authority. It's determined by

your capacity to take responsibility

for creating results. As such, it's

something you develop, rather than

something you do. And it's something

that can be practiced by any person,

in any position, at any time. The way

that people take responsibilty for

creating results is the primary factor

that determines a company's culture.

After ten years of research covering

24,000 people, Dale Logan, John

King and Halee Fischer-Wright

discovered that there are five stages

of company culture. These are stages

rather than levels, because an

organization can only improve one

stage at a time. Stage 4 companies

have a profound advantage over

Stage 3 companies, who have an

equally profound advantage over

Stage 2 organizations. Stage 5

organizations are extremely rare and

tend to be legends in their industries.

Each stage comes with its own

language patterns. At Stage 1, which is

more common in gangs, "life sucks"

and the implication is "so I will take

what I can." At the next stage, "my life

sucks" and the implication is "but

others' lives don't."

These first stages are characterized by

an avoidance of personal

responsibility, either as a Deep Victim

("life sucks") or as a Victim ("my life

sucks"). This perspective is toxic. In

our experience, the single most

valuable thing many companies can do

to improve productivity is to put

formal processes in place to spot and

avoid hiring people who are living

from a paradigm of Deep Victim or

Victim.

The language of Stage 3 is "I'm great,"

with the implication "and you're not."

The advantage of this stage is that

people are now achieving, taking

personal responsibility, and working to

get ahead. The challenge is that they

need to beat others in order to do so,

which results in a collection of players

jockeying for position rather than an

organization functioning as a true

team. This shows up as a shift from

Victim to Proving Worth, where

people are now taking ownership of

their actions but need to regularly

prove their worth and defend their

egos. This is the stage of individual

competition and Heroic Leadership.

Stage 4 is where true teamwork shows

up. Here the language shifts to "we're

great" and people focus on Providing

Value instead of Proving Worth. This is

a big leap, which usually starts with the

executive team making the shift from

Heroic to Authentic Leadership and

then supporting others to do the same.

More than 80% of companies have a

combination of Stage 2 and/or Stage 3

cultures. While leaders sometimes rate

themselves as being two stages higher

than their company's culture, very

rarely are they more than a stage

ahead. Leaders drive culture. And a

strong culture is one of the most

powerful competitive advantages you

can create.

CULTURE
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AUTHENTIC
LEADERSHIP

While Heroic Leaders may have similar

tasks, Authentic Leaders approach these

tasks in qualitatively different and more

powerful ways. This results in a

compelling, almost unfair competitive

advantage. In the study by Anderson and

Adams, after finding a very high

correlation (0.61) between business

performance and leadership

effectiveness, they found an even

higher correlation (0.65) between

leadership effectiveness and stages of

leadership development. 

While business results are usually

measured in terms of improving the

bottom line, Authentic Leadership is

measured by your capacity to handle

competing values. Is it your

responsibility to improve results or

relationships? Both. It is your job to

create growth or stability? Both. Is it

more important for you to be an

introvert or an extravert? Both. Should

you focus more on your work or on the

rest of your life? Both. 

Where Heroic Leaders attempt to find a

balance between competing values,

Authentic Leaders find ways to

simultaneously improve both. While at

first this may seem difficult, it's the key

to creating sustainable success, both for

you and your company.

As part of this, three of the core tasks

of an Authentic Leader are to:

THE VALUE OF

CREATE EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS

How can you be less stressed and

more productive?

How can you create grounded trust

in yourself and your leadership?

How can you hold people

accountable in positive ways?

How can you increase your own and

others' motivation?

How can you delegate responsibility

more effectively?

CREATE EXTRAORDINARY 

RELATIONSHIPS

How can you efficiently and

effectively build high-value, high-

trust relationships?

How can you become a more

powerful negotiator, while also

improving the relationships you are

part of?

How can you communicate more

effectively?

How can you resolve emotionally

charged conflicts in positive and

productive ways?

LEAD CHANGE AND DEVELOP 

LEADERSHIP IN OTHERS

How can you effectively lead

change within your organization?

How can you develop leadership in

others?

How can you motivate others to

grow and change?

How can you help them overcome

the fears that have been holding

them back?
Authentic Leaders (stages 5 to 6 on this

scale, which is equivalent to culture

stages 4 and 5) demonstrated markedly

higher effectiveness than Heroic

Leaders. In our experience, as leaders

make this transition and begin to master

their Authentic Leadership, they start to

run circles around their competitors. It's

like they're not even playing the same

game. As they do so, their business

results improve, their stress levels drop,

their confidence improves, their

excitement grows, and they experience

more freedom and joy with their work,

their families, and their lives.
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UPGRADING 

Making this shift to Authentic Leadership is particularly

important for those leaders who feel called to play the

game of business in a more meaningful, more socially

responsible way.

Capitalism is one of the greatest forces for good the

world has ever seen. In the last 30 years, it has pulled 1.2

billion people out of poverty. It has increased the

inflation adjusted, median household income in the U.S.

from $2,400 in 1820 to $69,000 today. It's the reason

why people now drive to their protests. The problem is

that, in it's current form, it's not sustainable. It's not

sustainable environmentally, due to its continuous need

for exponential growth. It's not sustainable personally,

due to its ever faster pace of change. It's not sustainable

politically, due to the way it creates increasing levels of

income inequality.

And it's not sustainable economically, because it's not

stable without permanent, continuous growth. 

In response, many business leaders have started asking a

critical question: how do we upgrade capitalism?

This has shown up in initiatives such as the Triple Bottom

Line, Corporate Social Responsibility, Social

Entrepreneurship, and most recently, in the shift from

Shareholder Capitalism to Stakeholder Capitalism.

These initiatives are powerful and extremely important.

The problem is that research has shown they often fail or

turn into window dressing, unless the culture and

leadership of the company changes first. The heart of

Stakeholder Capitalism involves shifting from managing

Competitive Values (i.e. results, growth and profits) to

managing Competing Values (i.e. results and

relationships, growth and stability, profits and purpose).

For Heroic Leaders, this requires making constant

tradeoffs, and when push comes to shove, profits come

first. Stakeholder Capitalism is a more complex game

than Shareholder Capitalism and it requires a more

complex paradigm of leadership to be successful. If

you're a business leader who feels called to help lead the

shift to Stakeholder Capitalism, and would like to grow

your toolbox for how to lead others and grow the

leadership of others, in this more powerful but more

complex game, the Authentic Leadership Academy is a

highly effective and efficient way to do so.

 CAPITALISM
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The first retreat can be attended either live in Los

Angeles or virtually from the comfort of your own home.

The second retreat is an extraordinarily powerful, in-

person experience. 

Your total investment of time, including group calls,

individual calls, and exercises for applying what you've

learned, is approximately 4-6 hours per week. Everything

in the program is designed to provide immediate,

practical value, while also creating sustained

transformation over time.

STRUCTURE

The Authentic Leadership Academy is a one year

program. It is taught in a small group format, with

between 12-20 members, who form an intimate, tight

knit team. Admission is by invitation only. Members have

already developed a high level of leadership and

experienced significant success, or show an unusually

high level of leadership potential. We aim for a high level

of diversity in terms of age, gender and ethnicity. What

members have in common is a high level of purpose, a

deep desire for authentic connection, and a strong

commitment to their personal growth. Members are

phenomenally good people, who create deep

connections that often last for years after graduation. 

The program creates sustained growth using a highly

efficient structure, so that you can develop your

leadership while honoring your other responsibilities and

commitments. Classes are taught live using Zoom

conferencing, and are highly interactive, so you can fully

participate in all the exercises from the convenience of

your home or office.

Classes are taught on three Thursdays a month, from

11am – 1pm Pacific, with an optional, extra 30 minutes at

the end of each class to address any additional questions

you might have. In addition, once or twice a month you

meet with your personal coach, to set your goals for the

specific value you want to create from the program, to

practice the skills you're learning, and to support and

hold you accountable in reaching your goals. The group

calls are recorded and you will have permanent access to

the recordings and class materials, as well as a limited

license to use the key tools and frameworks you learn,

both within your organization and with individual

coaching clients or people you mentor outside of it.

The program includes a 2-day retreat in the first half of

the program, on How to Create Extraordinary Results,

and a 3-day retreat in the second half, on How to Create

Extraordinary Relationships.

 PROGRAM

Module 1 (February-March) 

Module 2 (April-June)

Module 3 (July-September)

Module 4 (October-December) 

Module 5 (January)

The program consists of five modules:

Foundations of Authentic Leadership

 

How to Create Extraordinary Results

 

How to Create Extraordinary Relationships

 

How to Lead Change and Develop Leadership in Others

 

Graduation and Next Steps
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F O U N D A T I O N S  O F

A U T H E N T I C  L E A D E R S H I P

L E A D E R S H I P  Q U E S T I O N S

What does it mean to be a leader?

What does it take to shift from Heroic to

Authentic Leadership?

What value do you want to create from your

participation in the program?

How are we going to measure that value?

What inspiring and scary goals do you want to

set for the year?

How do you create a plan you trust for

achieving those goals?

1
 MODULE

K E Y  T O P I C S

The first two months of the program introduce the primary frameworks and distinctions

of Authentic Leadership, provide an overview for the rest of the year, and set the

foundations for the rest of the course. By the end of this module, members have

identified a set of inspiring and scary goals for the year, which they will be using this

program to help them achieve, and have put in place a plan for how to do so.

Heroic vs. Authentic Leadership

Working on your business vs. In it

Two types of fear and how to work with each

Turning conflict into growth

Making friends with fear

The three sources of motivation

Upgrading capitalism

The five stages of leadership

Superpowers and Superpower blindspots

Energetic vs Structural leadership

How to own your greatest strengths and

challenges as a leader
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M O D U L E  1

W E E K  5

How to trust yourself with power

The prime directive of Authentic Leadership

Superpowers and superpower blind spots

Embracing your kryptonite and the antidote that

cures it

Structural vs Energetic leadership

How to own your greatest strengths and

challenges as a leader

OVERVIEW

W E E K  6

Three types of goals: objectives, key results and

process goals

How to create more powerful OKRs

How to measure what matters most

Selecting your Authentic Leadership Rating

Scales

Creating your action plan for the year
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W E E K  1 W E E K  2

W E E K  3

Working on your business vs. in it

Heroic vs. Authentic Leadership

7 levels of thinking

The stress trap

The two sets of human needs

How to create a high level of success while also

experiencing freedom in your life

Being reactive vs. holding your center

How to take a HIT: hooks, insecurities and

triggers

The heart of drama: fear-based and emotionally

based thinking

Two types of fear and how to work with each

The master practice of Authentic Leadership:

turning conflict into growth

W E E K  4

How to upgrade your fuel source

Powerful goals: measurable objectives that both

inspire and scare you

Intuition, reason and fear

Making friends with fear

Tigers, walls and leaps of faith

Flow: the gift that shows up after a Yes Yes Hell No

The great strength and challenge of capitalism

Two bad choices: socialism vs. market

fundamentalism

Five steps for upgrading capitalism

The hidden challenge of Stakeholder Capitalism

How to shift from competitive values to

competing values

The five stages of leadership and culture

H O W  T O  W I N  T H E  G A M E  O F  B U S I N E S S H O W  T O  C R E A T E  E X T R A O R D I N A R Y

R E L A T I O N S H I P S

H O W  T O  S E T  G O A L S  T H A T  I N S P I R E

A N D  S C A R E  Y O U

U P G R A D I N G  C A P I T A L I S M

S U P E R P O W E R S  A N D  K R Y P T O N I T E C R E A T I N G  Y O U R  I N S P I R E D  A C T I O N

P L A N



H O W  T O  C R E A T E

E X T R A O R D I N A R Y  R E S U L T S

L E A D E R S H I P  Q U E S T I O N S

How can you be less stressed and more

productive?

How can you create grounded trust in

yourself and your leadership?

How can you hold people accountable in

positive ways?

How can you increase your own and others'

motivation?

How can you delegate responsibility more

effectively?

How to reduce stress and release the fears

that have been holding you back

Insecurity, arrogance and authentic self-

confidence

Reacting vs. holding your center

How to create positive accountability

Upgrading your fuel source

Empowered delegation: pushing down vs.

inviting up

The accountability code: 12 agreements

about agreements

How to avoid hiring committed victims

2
 MODULE

K E Y  T O P I C S

The next three months involve a deep dive into the question of how to get

extraordinary results in ways that also improve relationships. By the end of this module,

members have learned how to hold people accountable in positive ways, how to upgrade

your fuel source, and how to engineer a culture of positive accountability.
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H O W  T O  C R E A T E

E X T R A O R D I N A R Y

R E L A T I O N S H I P S

L E A D E R S H I P  Q U E S T I O N S

How can you efficiently and effectively build

high-value, high-trust relationships?

How can you become a more powerful

negotiator, while also improving the

relationships you are part of?

How can you communicate more effectively?

How can you resolve emotionally charged

conflicts in positive and productive ways?

Crucial conversations

Spotting the 7 levels of thinking

The drama triangle

Relationship cycles

How to take a HIT (Hooks, Insecurities and

Triggers)

Story, truth and reality

Purpose before problems

Values-based negotiation

How to turn conflict into growth

3
 MODULE

K E Y  T O P I C S

The third module is the heart of the program. It dives below the surface to explore fear

based and emotionally based thinking, the real sources of relationship conflicts, and the

core problems behind both win/lose and win/win thinking. By the end of this module,

members have learned a set of powerful skills for turning relationship conflicts into

personal growth and developing their capacity to be both powerful, authentic and

considerate, all at the same time.
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H O W  T O  L E A D  C H A N G E

A N D  D E V E L O P

L E A D E R S H I P  I N  O T H E R S

L E A D E R S H I P  Q U E S T I O N S

How can you effectively lead change within

your organization?

How can you develop leadership in others?

How can you motivate others to grow and

change?

How can you help them overcome the fears

that have been holding them back?

Invitation: what it is, why it matters, and how

to measure it

The masculine and feminine sides of

Authentic Leadership

Front doors and side doors

The power of deep listening

How to make an IMPACT: guiding people

through the six stages of change

The power of creating small steps towards a

big vision

How to use the 5 paychecks to increase

motivation

How to shift from managing to mentoring

Offering a diagnosis vs. selling a solution

Commitment creates value

4
 MODULE

K E Y  T O P I C S

The fourth module is the pinacle of the program. It explores the master skill of

leadership: developing leadership in others. By the end of this module, members have

learned how to spot and develop invitations for change, how to guide others through

the six stages of change, and how to create change by helping others set powerful goals

and then mentoring them through the blocks that show up along the way.
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G R A D U A T I O N  A N D  

N E X T  S T E P S

L E A D E R S H I P  Q U E S T I O N S

What value did you create for yourself this

year?

What were your metrics?

How well did you execute against your goals?

What do you most want to celebrate from

this journey?

What are your next steps going forward?

The Authentic Hero's Journey

The importance of celebrating progress and

growth as well as success

Assessment, gratitude and celebration

Your plan for next steps

Graduation and completion

5
 MODULE

K E Y  T O P I C S

With this final module, it's time to celebrate: to take stock of the value that was

created, lessons learned, and friends made along the way. By the end of this module,

members will understand the core process of leadership development (the Authentic

Hero's Journey), celebrate the growth that they and their team members have made

and the results they have created, plan for next steps, and complete their experience

through their graduation from the program.
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E X P E R I E N T I A L

Developing your Authentic Leadership is a whole-

person process. With each of the modules, you will be

creating lasting shifts in your leadership through a

proven process of experiential learning. This process

involves the following steps.

Developing a mental understanding of the shift

you want to make

Assessing where you’re currently at in regards to

that area

Learning a proven pathway for creating growth

and change in that area

Learning the core leadership skills for creating

this change

Practicing these skills with the support of your

personal coach

Tracking your use of these new skills to support

you in turning them into habits

Measuring the changes you experience in your

leadership skills and competency

L I C E N S E D

Graduates of the program receive a royalty-free,

limited license to use a core set of 30+ Authentic

Leadership skills, tools and frameworks in the following

ways:

With individuals and small groups that you

mentor, coach or train within your organization

With individuals that you mentor or coach outside

your organization

As reference materials to be shared within your

organization

Please contact Core Coaching if you would like details

on how to license these materials for use in formal

training programs within your organization or group

coaching programs outside it.

L E A R N I N G

M A T E R I A L S
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BRIAN WHETTEN, PH.D.
By the age of 30, Brian had earned a Berkeley Ph.D. in
computer science, raised $20 million for two Silicon Valley
startups, become an internationally known academic and
speaker, been part of a $400 million IPO – and burned out
twice. Determined to find a more sustainable path, he left
his career for six years of full time personal growth work,
including a M.A. in Spiritual Psychology from the University
of Santa Monica. 

Today, Brian is the author of the #1 International Amazon
Best Seller, Yes Yes Hell No! The Little Book for Making Big
Decisions, as well as a regular series on the Huffington
Post. With diverse appearances ranging from NBC to MIT,
he is considered one of the foremost experts in the fields
of conscious business and authentic leadership. 

As the President of Core Coaching, Dr. Whetten has worked
with leaders from dozens of the world’s top companies,
including Disney, Barclays Capital, Novo Nordisk, Invacare,
KPN and SAP; and he has coached hundreds of professional
coaches and therapists. 

That said, what really excites Brian is his family. He lives in
Los Angeles with his wife Nicole, where they spend much of
their time wondering how their two daughters can be so
cute.

NICOLE WHETTEN, M.A.
Nicole is an intuitive. She has an uncanny ability to
understand people, often deeper than they understand
themselves. She is able to directly sense people’s gifts,
blocks, path and purpose. 

She couples this with a Masters Degree in Spiritual
Psychology and over twelve years of experience as a master
coach and facilitator. 

Nicole has a highly unusual capacity to coach and support
extremely successful people. She has worked with and held
space for a wide range of leaders, including studio heads,
star athletes, senior executives and prominent
entrepreneurs. 

With the birth of her two daughters, Nicole’s services have
become particularly treasured. In order to maintain space
for her children, she only works with a handful of clients at
a time, and her coaching slots are some of the most sought
after services we offer.

F A C U L T Y
L E A D
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JONNY ROMAN, M.A.
Jonny is a deep believer in the power of coaching. He loves
the excitement he sees in his clients when they connect with
a new possibility for their careers, businesses, relationships,
and lives. 

He has been a passionate pursuer of all things personal 
development for the past 20+ years, and draws from a wide-
range of personal and professional development tools and
strategies to create real, tangible results for his clients.

His passion for travel lead him to live abroad extensively. He
spent 7 years living and working throughout Latin America,
where he developed his leadership skills and Spanish fluency
as the Director of Global Programs and Regional Director of
Latin America for an international social enterprise. Upon
returning, he went back to school, got two Master’s in both
Global Public Health Spiritual Psychology, and now serves
both as our Operations Director and one of our senior
coaches.
  
Jonny is a soon-to-be father, living with his wonderful
wife and their tripod dog named Ollie in snowy Minnesota.

CARMELA GARONE
After becoming an experienced corporate executive with an
extensive background in senior management, Carmela
retired early and embraced her new passion of coaching up
and coming executives and entrepreneurs. 

She combines her business experience and coach training
with a high level of emotional intelligence, empathy and
intuition. Her particular focus is on the intersection of
achieving excellent business results while developing
authentic leaders. 

Her belief is that strong leaders who bring all their gifts to
their work are better leaders, who, in turn, transform
organizations.

C O A C H E S
S E N I O R
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2021 SCHEDULE

M O D U L E  1

February     4 ,  1 1 ,  18

March        4 ,  1 1 ,  18

M O D U L E  4

October     7 ,  14 ,  21

November  4,  1 1 ,  18

December  2 ,   9 ,  16

M O D U L E  2

Apri l           1 ,   8 ,   15

May           6 ,  13 ,  20

June         10 ,  17 ,  24

M O D U L E  3

July             1 ,   8 ,  15

August        5 ,  12 ,  19

September  2 ,   9 ,  16

M O D U L E  5

January      6 ,  13 ,  20

R E T R E A T S

Apri l           24-25

All group calls are held Thursdays from 11:00am - 1pm Pacific, with an optional 30
additional minutes at the end for any extra questions or challenges members have.

All calls will be recorded. Due to the highly experiential nature of these classes,
we request that you attend at least 80% of them live via Zoom.

September  24-26

See ALA Retreat  Document  

for  more deta i l s



To help you get the most value out of your participation, the Authentic

Leadership Academy includes one 60-minute coaching call a month, with a

senior coach from the Core Coaching team: either Jonny Roman or Carmela

Garone. In these calls, your coach will be helping you create your goals and

action plan for the year, practice the leadership skills you're learning, track your

progress, and help support and hold you accountable to your goals. 

Includes: All modules, both retreats, materials license and 12 60-minute calls

with a senior coach 

Tuition: $20,000 or $5,000 down plus 12 payments of $1,250 each

If you would like to get a higher level of value from the program or you have

specific goals or challenges you know you would like additional support with,

this second option includes two calls a month with a senior coach from the Core

Coaching team (Jonny Roman or Carmela Garone). Having this second personal

call a month, combined with the three groups calls a month, gives your coach

the opportunity to provide a significantly higher level of customization and

personalized support, where you're able to tailor the program precisely towards

your specific goals and needs. 

Includes: All modules, both retreats, materials license and 24 60-minute calls

with a senior coach 

Tuition: $25,000 or $7,000 down plus 12 payments of $1,500 each.

2 0 2 1  T U I T I O N

If you would like to get the highest level of value from the program and work

directly with a master executive coach, Brian Whetten provides personal

support to up to two members of each ALA cohort. 

Includes: All modules, both retreats, materials license and 24 60-minute calls

with Brian Whetten 

Tuition: $50,000 or $20,000 down plus 12 payments of $2,500 each

O P T I O N  1 :  A U T H E N T I C  L E A D E R S H I P  A C A D E M Y

O P T I O N  2 :  A U T H E N T I C  L E A D E R S H I P  A C A D E M Y  +  C O A C H I N G

O P T I O N  3 :  A U T H E N T I C  L E A D E R S H I P  A C A D E M Y  +  M A S T E R  C O A C H I N G
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